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The G.O.U.N. The only way to truly fit in and end up on a winning team in Star Wars is to be loud, obnoxious, and just plain annoying. To stand out, the squads self-promote and dress to impress. The name, and nickname, are based on a combination of that, the name of their squad, and the colors of their capsule. The name and nickname are supposed to be catchy,
not reflective of the enemies of theNew Republic, but the enemy is obscured by the tell-tale, neon painted jackets worn by this faction.The Underworld The malformed, living corpse gangs roam Star Wars space, cannibals who have mutated from the horrors of ancient wars. Most of these people would rather live in the underworld beneath Coruscant than stay alive
out here. The residents are ignored, and even hidden from the Empire, and they see no need to act like a civilized people. They have their own laws, and they have a way of enforcing them. Their preferred weapons are ranged weapons like blaster rifles, plasma pistols, and gauntlets with super-powered Force ability abilities. Hands down, the only free public library

Ive ever been to offers the most unique collection of books and magazines. Theres stacks of colorful manga and graphic novels, books on self-help and spirituality, legal and crafty books, and theres even a few books on classic tv and film. And, oh yeah, Im talking about all of this in a beautiful renovated public library with a soaring sky-lit dome. Craft and Brews
Brewery A full service bar and patio overlooking the 49th St bridge is the perfect view from which to sip your favorite new brew.First Street Im talking bout you pimping good drinks that make the scene, thats First Street.Cotton Warehouse An expansive atrium with windows and stained glass provides a perfect setting for an open-door bar. Theres plenty of space to
enjoy your beverage and plenty of seats to watch the game.The Fair The Fair is the best fair Ive ever been to. As far as antique malls go, its the best in the state. Plus, its about 7 miles from my house, so it only takes about an hour to get there. I get to check out every type of antique imaginable, plus, I can sit outside in the warmth of the sun all day and enjoy the

festival. Its the best.
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The fabric of Thunder Sails sailing club is as much about the peoplewho lead the way as it
is about the boats. With the help of a number of long time, volunteer leaders, the team was
formed quickly and has grown slowlybut steadily over the years. The club itself has grown

from just a few boats to its current stable offive including the early 80s A.M. South 40 (built
in 1978) and three ultralight Capri racing sloops. Thunder Sails is known for being a friendly
and accessible community. The club was started with the intention to not only be a sailing
activity, but also a social and educational experience. The club allows its members to come
and go as they please without reservation, and its relaxed atmosphere allows for many of
the members to continue their sailing careers. Thunder Sails is also home to the Tigerjet

Sailing School, which allows members to further their sailing education, while at the same
time learning the newest rescue techniques. Meanwhile, the boat maintenance and
restoration is taken care of by a group of friendly volunteers who provide what they

consider to be of excellent service at an affordable cost. The Heart of the Boat (HOB) is the
combination of the Seattle Yacht Club and The Sailing School, located next to the main

Thunder Sails clubhouse in Alki Point. It is a more traditional, wood-walled classroom with
better space, but also offers some of the newer amenities a sailing club can provide. It also
is one of the easiest and most affordable ways to get involved in sailing. The club made the

changeover from modern aluminum to carbon fiber with some help from our friend Phil
Gipp. The Sailing School is planning on adding a composite engineering class next year as

well. The new carbon center was designed by Kyle Brien of San Francisco, who also
designed the sails for Big Green. The level of detail he put into the carbon layup and the

carbon fiber build are amazing. The sails were built by the Seattle's own John Gebhart and
the front hatches were handmade by a local craftsman in New Orlean. The inside of the
clubhouse is really neat too. It reminds me of the Eagle Eye Sky Lounge and Hall in the
Tomball ISSFK as an old-school, hangout space. The green mustaches were from a local
artist that the group wanted to support, and I'm sure the decor choices of the club are

ongoing. 5ec8ef588b
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